Appendix T.3

CWP
3th meeting

TADPK Barcelona-event, April 2017

Sunday 02.04 Arrivals to Barcelona

Monday 03.04
11:00 Introduction
ETSAB, room C-S5. TADPK think-tank meeting.
Introduction (conducted by Anna).
Summary of the previous work of the TADPK Think Tank (conducted by Tarald).
Presentation of previous work of Sustainability and Heritage Think Tanks (conducted by Ivan).
Goals for the overall Confronting Wicked Problems Strategic Partnership Final Report (Ivan).
Questions, discussions.

12:00 Presentation of the TADPK Staff Training Event - Workshop '17.
Week program (Jordi). (*)
Introduction to the architecture offices, professors and students to be met and interviewed by TADPK think tank (Jordi and Anna).
Questions, discussions.

13:30 Lunch, at ETSAB.

15:30 Meeting with small office
ROS-SUTRIAS i ASSOCIATS, ARQUITECTES.
Adr.: c/Numància 69-73 1B www.ros-sutrias.com
Meeting with office leaders, open discussion on TADPK-questions.

17:30 End of the session

Tuesday 04.04
11:00 Meeting with continuing education
Sert School - Continuing Education Centre of the Order of Architects
Adr.: c/Arcs 1-3 5th floor www.arquitectes.cat/en/escolasert
Meeting with Sert School Director and staff, open discussion on TADPK-questions.

13:30 Lunch, somewhere in Barcelona city center.

16:30 Meeting with Public Planning Office
Area Metropolitana de Barcelona (Barcelona metropolitan planning office)
Adr.: c/ 62, 16-18 www.amb.cat
Meeting with office leaders, open discussion on TADPK-questions.

18:30 End of the session
**Wednesday 05.04**
09:00 *Meeting with Qualified Master Students*
ETSAB, room C-B5. Session with five Qualified Master students at ETSAB.
TADPK-questions, group-discussions, presentations.
Conducted by Jordi.

13:30 Lunch, at ETSAB.

14:30 *Meeting with recently educated architects*
ETSAB, room A-34. Session with four recently educated architects.
TADPK-questions, discussions.
Conducted by Jordi.

16:30 End of the session

**Thursday 06.04**
11:00 *Meeting with a big office*
b720 Fermín Vázquez Arquitectos
Adr.: c/Calvet 55
Meeting with office leaders, open discussion on TADPK-questions.

13:30 Lunch, at ETSAB.

14:30 *Meeting with Qualified Master leader professors*
ETSAB, room CS-10. Meeting with three ETSAB professors.
TADPK-questions, discussions.
Conducted by Jordi.

16:30 End of the session.

**Friday 07.04**
11:00 *To sum up*
ETSAB, room CS-10. TADPK think-tank meeting.
What have we learnt these days, important findings, other types of input to be included in our report? Structure of the report?
Conducted by Jordi and Ivan.
TADPK Barcelona-event closed.

13:30 Lunch, at ETSAB

14:30 TADPK think-tank: Transnational Project Meeting 6 (TNP 6) and last.
Status, economy/formalities, production of report: responsibilities and milestones, next dissemination-event, eventualities.

16:00 Meeting closed.

(*) **NB:**
The three offices, the two student-groups, the ETSAB teachers and Sert School have all got a short, written presentation (in Catalan, Spanish and/or English) of:
- the CWP-project,
- the TADPK think-tank,
- our intention for the meetings, types of questions/themes we want to pose/discuss,
- and who we are (names, positions, etc.).